TOO BEAUTIFUL FOR WORDS
from the Broadway Musical The Color Purple

Words and Music by ALLEE WILLIS,
BRENDA RUSSELL and STEPHEN BRAY

Slowly and freely

SHUG:

al - ways been the kind of gal that had a lot to say

says the things that's on my mind, too dumb to shy a - way

hush my mouth and still me with a song I nev - er heard
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guess that means that you are just too beautiful for words

A tempo - Slow 4

seen this life from high and low, and all that's in between

danced with dukes, crooned with counts, been courted like a queen

when I see what's in your heart, all the past is blurred
grace you bring into this world’s too beautiful for words

hide your head under your wings just like a little bird

Oh don’t you know you’re beautiful, too beautiful for words

Oo, Celie, you’re too beautiful for words